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This Special Report by the Division of Building Research replaces
Trade Circular No. 50 on t!:le methods commonly used for determining the moisture content of timber.
New developments in
electrodes and methods for measuring moisture content are described and more species have been added to the table of corrected
moisture contents to be used with electrical moisture meters.
Information
on the use of sample boards in drying stacks as a
means of checking the progress of drying is dealt with in Trade
Circular No. 7.
The reader‘s attention
Standardswhich
contain
the moisture content of
TheyareAS1080,Part
( 1968) respectively.

is directed to the following
Australian
references to standard methods of testing
solid timber, plywood, and particleboard.
1, (1972),ASO90.l
(1964) and AS0115

Should further information
be required on correction data, or on
other aspects not covered in this report, inquiries will be welcomed and should be addressed:
The Chief,
Divisian of Building Research, CSERO,
P.O. Box 56, Highett, Vie. 3190.
The Division

is situated

in Graham

Road, Highett,

Wctoria.

Testing Timber for
Moisture Content
The importance of -usingwood at the correct
moisture content should be recognizedby
woodworkers,particularly by those employed
in the joinery and cabinet-makingtrades
where dimensionalchangesdue to changesin
moisture content can produce seriousdefects
in the product. Whenseasonedtimber is
used for purposesrequiring small dimensional
tolerances, fairly narrow limits must be
placed on its moist-urecontent becausewood
shrinks or swells with loss or gain of
moisture. The ability to make accurateand
rapid checksof moisture content, both
during drying and immediately before use,
wi2 make possibleits closer control and
result in a better product.
A piece of wood exposedto the atmospherewill eventually reach a moisture content dependenton the temperatureand
relative humidity of the surroundingair.
Both of these factors are governedby
climate, but, as daily and seasonalfluctuations occur, the moisture content of correctly
dried timber should be the averageof the
rangeproducedby these fluctuations at the
place where the wood is to be used. In this
way, grosschangesin moisture content are
avoidedand the remainingsmall fluctuations
may be further reducedby the use of paint,
varnish,or other surfacetreatment.
Oven drying is the most accurateand

reliable method for fmding the moisture content of timber unlessit contains a high percentageof volatile oils, and it will always be
used as a standardof reference. Its disadvantageslie in its time-consumingnature and
the necessityfor cutting samples.
Electrical moisture meters, dependingfor
their operation on the effect of moisture on
the passageof an electric current through the
timber, have been developedto meet the
need for instantaneousdeterhminationof
moisture content and to avoid cutting the
timber. Despite their limitations, these
instrumentsare of great practical value and
are usedextensively.
Hygrometer‘_are sometimesused to
estimate the moisture content of veneerand
wood particles. The readingsobtained are
almost independentof speciesand of the
presenceof preservativesin the wood. They
do not provide rapid readings,and most
types indicate surfacemoisture content only.
Other methods of moisture content determination either have seriousweaknesses
or
are for laboratory application only. Included
in the latter is the solvent distillation method
which must be used on timbers containing a
high percentageof volatile oils; it is not
necessaryfor most timbers in common use in
Australia.

Expression of Moisture Content
Whatevermeansare adopted for determining
the moisture content of timber, it is
necessaryto have a standardbasis for
expressingthe results of the tests.
In most count&s the standardpractice in
the timber industry is to expressthe moisture content of wood as a percentageof the
oven&y weight, that is, the weight of wood
substance. However,dndustriesconcerned
with the chemicalutilization of wood express
moisture content as a percentageof the total
weight of wood and water.
The formula for calculatingthe moisture
content on the basisof percentageof ovendry weight is:
46 moisture content = w~~~a~~
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The formula for calculatingthe moisture
content on the basisof percentageof total
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If expressedas a percentageof the total
weight, the moisture will of coursealways be
less than 10045.
The table below showswhy the,expression
of moisture content as a percentageof the
ovendry weight is the more satisfactory of
the two methods. It can be seenfrom the
iable that as a piece of wood dries, the loss
of a given weight of water, repeatedprogressively,representsa uniform loss in percentagemoisture content when the oven&y
weight is used as the basisof calculation,
but not when the total weight basis is used.
Calculationon the basisof ovendry
weight therefore, givesa much simpler and
more direct picture of the progressof drying.
This basiswill be used throughout the
remainderof this report.

Weight of moistme x 1oo,
Total weight of wood
and ‘moisture

weight of
druaubatance
w

Total
-im

It should be noted that moisture content
expressedas a percentageof ovendry weight
can be greater than 100%becausethere can
be, eqnxially in low-density species,more
water than wood substancein a piece of
green timber.
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moisture c0ntent
Total
weight
Ias
basis
25
25
25
25

50
43
33
20
0

Loss
7
10
13
20

Testing by Oven Drying
Determktkn
of mokture content by O&R drying
in~~lues cuttig a small piece of timber, we&h@ it,
drying it in an ouen u.M all the mckture is irmpomted,
reweighing it, and &c&t&g
the percentage mksture
content. The folkwins notes exphin the equipment
wuiked, the details of proaedwe, and the preau&ons
to be taken.

Equipment
The equipment required is simple, but must
be maintainedin good working order if
accurateresults are to be obtained.
0 For cutting the sedans either a small
hand or power saw may be used. It is
important that the saw be sharp in order to
avoid errors due to heating and partial drying
while cutting.
* For webing the sectionsa beam balance
sensitiveto 100 mg is satisfactory,together
with a set of non-corrodibleweights ranging
from 100 g down to 100 mg. Use of the
decimal systemof weights simpliries calc~ulations, and brassor stainlesssteel weights are
less likely than iron weights to corrode and
becomeinaccurate. If routine tests are to be
carried out on many sections,much time can
be savedby using a semiautomatic or fully
automatic balancewhich eliminatespartially
or entirely the handling of weights. Such a
balancemust read to 100 mg and suitable
types havinga capacity of 500 g or more are
readily available.
l For dryiug the sections
a well-ventilated
oven is needed,with shelvesof wire meshor
other open material to allow free internal
circulation of air, as otherwise the sections
3

Tempem~ute cvntmlled

ogenfor hying sections.

may not dry thoroughly. The temperatureat
any point .i~isidethe oven should neither
exceed 10S°Cnor fall below 10l°C; this
degreeof uniformity is generallyachievedby
using a double-shellconstruction or by the
use of a circulating fan inside the oven.
JMow 100°C the sectionsmay not be
dried completely, and above 105°C they may
Char.

Suitable electrically heated ovensare
available,and one with automatic temperature control should be obtained.

Procedure
and
Precautions
Cut a section.

To obtain an average moisture content of
the board or piece to be tested, mark out a
section acres the full width of the piece and
about 15 mm to 20 mm in length along the
gtain=
l

The section should be at least 0.5 m from
an end and not part of an overhangingend
of the board in a drying stack. It is often
less wasteful to cut the section from about
the middle of the board, leavingtwo useful
lengthsinstead of wasting 0.5 m or more.
Whenusingthe type of balancerecommended,
the section should be sufficiently large to
weigh at least 10 g when &y but preferably
about 30 g.
Put an identify@ number on the section
aad the same number on the adjacent
material of the board.

&rope the section.

l

0 Saw the section off.
Scrape all loose splinters and sawdust from
the section.

l

lf not removedthey may fall off during
drying and causeerror. Sandpaperingmay
be substituted for scraping.
Weigh the section as soon as it is cut and
scqed, and record the weight, together with
the identifying number of the section.

l

It is important that no drying should take
place after the section is cut and before it is

Weigh the section.
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weighed. Green sectionslose moisture
rapidly in dry weather. A good rule is:
‘cut one section, weigh one section.’ If
sectionshave to be carried any distanceto
be weighed,‘hey should be placed in a small
air-tight container.
. Place the section in an oven for drying.

b3 cure to maintain the oven temperature
wit: -- the limits lOl-105°C.
AL me required to dry the sectionswill
be greaterfor those cut from green than
from partly dry timber, and greater if the
oven is full than if it contains only a few
sectio,rs. For sectionsof the size indicated,
at least 24 hours will probably be necessary.
Do not overcrowd the oven, but leave
spacesbetween the sections.
Kb not add fresh sectionsto the oven if
it contains sectionshost rerdy for final
weighing.
l

After 24 hours, lltmove the section from

Calculation

of Moisture

Place section in oven.

the oven, rewegB it, and record the weight.

Sectionsmust be weighed immediately
after removalfrom the oven, as they reabsorbmoisture fro&mthe air very quickly.
Replace the section in the oven and
reweigh at intervals of 4 hours, until there is
no further loss in weight. Record each

l

WGghhg.

Content

Then weight of moisture = 7.4 g,
In the procedureoutlined, the initial
= 7.4156.3 x 1tN.l
weighinggivesthe total weight of wood sub- and moisture content
= 13% (approx.).
stanceand moisture in the section, and the
fural oven-dry weight is that of wood subAlternatively, using the secondformula,
stancealone. By subtractingthe oven-dry
= (63.7156.3 - 1) X 100
moisture content
weight from the initial weight, the weight of
= 13% (approx.).
moisture that was in the section when it was
cut is obtained. Percentagemoisture content
is then calculatedby the formula:
Weight of moisture x 1oo i
Unlessthere is refinement of eqnuiprnc?.t
%I moisture content =
Ovendry weight
and procedurebeyond that suggestedin t&q
Total we-t of wood
report the limit of accuracyof the results is
and moisture
about 0.5% to 1% moisture content. For
x 100.
oven-dry weight
ordinary purposesit is sufficient to know the
For example:
moisture content to the nearest l%, and so
nothing is gained by calculatingto a greater
lf initial weight
= 63.7 g,
degreeof accuracy.
and ovendry weight
= 56.3 g,
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Distribution

During drying, it is normal for the moisture
content of the core of a board or plank to
be higher than that of the surfacelayers.
Ben the board is properly dried, however,
the moisture content of the core and of the
surfacelayers- or case- should be approximate!y the same+
To tazstthe moisture distribution throughout the thicknessof a board, the same
generalprocedureas that already describedis
followed, but the test section is cut in the
following manner.
l

Cross-cut a section,but make it about

30 mm in length along the grain instead of
IS-20 mm as recommendedfor the normal
test.
l

Mark sut the section with perd on the

em graiu, as indicated in orle of the accompanying diagrams,and identify each piece
with a suitable number. It will be noted
that different methodsof marking are
indicated; the one *chosenwill dependon
the type of saw to be used and whether the
moisture I;ontent of an intermediatezone is
required in addition to the moisture content
of the core and the case. Division into three
zonesis normally necessaryonly for fairly
thick stock - say 40 mm or more in
thickness.
0 Cut the sections along the ding

lines

and proceedwith scraping,weighing and drying as describedpreviously. The two case
piecesmay be weighedseparatelyor together
dependingon whether a comparisonbetween
the moisture contents of the two sidesis
required or simply an averagecasemoisture
content; this would a!so apply to the two
inte.rmediatepiecesif these have been cut.

Electrical Moisture Meters
Path types lend themselvesto permanent
installation on machinesor production lines
where they can be arrangedto check automatically each piece of timber moving
through the machine or along a conveyor.
In such an installation, timber above a
chosenmoisture content causesa lamp to
flash, or the wet stock to be marked automatically. Permanentinstallations for
monitoring the moisture content of the
chargeof a drying kiln are also available.

Determination of the moisture content of
timber by electrical meanscan be made with
instrumentswhich fall into two main groups
- those basedon the r&ion of tb.emoisture
content to the electrical resistanceof the
timber (resistance-type)and those basedon
its relation to the dielectric properties of the
timber (capacitance-type). Becausetheir
readingsare influenced by the density of the
board, capacitance-typemeters are not as
convenientas resistance-typemeters for
generaluse. However,they can be usedat
moisture contents below the range of the
resistance-typemeter.

Resistance-type

Meters

Ovendry wood is an extremely good
electrical insulator, but the electrical resistance falls rapidly as the mobture content
increasesuntil a moisture content of about
30% is reached. Above this, further decrease
in electrical resistanceis relatively small.
If the electriai resistanceof a particuku
speciesof timber is known for different
moisture contents, then the moisture content
of any specimenof that speciescan be determined by measuringits electrical resistance.
The relationship betweenelectrical resistance
and moisture content is, however, not
identical for all species.
Becausethe electrical resistanceof wood
at normal ah-dry moisture contents is very
high, specialinstrumentshad to be developed
to measureit. Theseinstrumentsare
portable, self-contained,and generally operate
from batteries, although power suppliesare
availablewith some makeswhich can be
pluggedinto au ordinary power point. They
7

are simple to use, sufficiently robust for
industrial use, and full details of procedure
for operation, which vary slightly according
to the make, are supplied by the makers.

Resistance-type moisture meter with mains power unit.

The resistanceis usually measured between
probes or ‘electrodes’ driven into the wood.
For ordinary use, especially when testing
large quantities of timber, blade electrodes
mounted on a special hammer are
recommended.

For special purposes, needle electrodes
using gramophone needles suitably tempered,
may be found more satisfactory, particularly
where it is desirable to minimize damage to
the timber. Two styles of needle electrode
assembliesare illustrated. The needles should
be inserted so that the current flows in the
direction specified in the instructions supplied
with the met.er. The direction of the flow of
current between the needles can be ascertained by visual inspection. Looking at the
end of the electrode assembly when the
needles of the electrode are pointed towards
the observer, it will be seen that the needles
are mounted ti pairs on two metal blocks.
TIE current flows from the pair on one
block ~5 those on the other.

Bkde electrode assembly.

The blades should be driven in to their
full depth. They must be driver; with their
wide faces along the gram as shown and not
across it, otherwise a good contact will not
be obtained and this will result in a false
reading.
Needle ekctrode assembly.

Bkde electrodes are driven with the gruin of she timber.

Needles cannot be used on a hammer
mounting like blade electrodes, because they
would break when being driven. For use on
soft timbers, a simple ‘press-in’ hand grip is
used, but for harder timber it is necessary to
use a light hammer.
A pair of nails driven into a piece of
timber may be used as electrodes for a
resistance-type meter. The nails should be
spaced the same distance apart as the blades
of the normal electrodes so that contact may
be made with the nails by resting the tips of
the blades on the heads of the nails, or

bit to provide clearance for the P.V.C.
sleeving, but leaving the last 10 mm at
2.8 mm diameter to contact the exposed tip
of the nail. The partly insulated nail
electrode is now inserted in the hole and
gently driven the last 10 mm.
The sliding hammer electrode, which some
marmfacturers supply, affords a more convenient electrode system than the insulated
nails. It consists of a sliding weight used to
drive a pair of insulated steel spikes to a
measurable depth in the timber as shown
overleaf.
These spikes are coated with a tough
enamel insulation, but the tips are left bare
in order to perform the same function as the
insulated nails. A gauge indicates the depth
of penetration and the spikes may be readily
extracted by means of the sliding weight.
Electrodes mounted in a compression cell
are available for testing granular or finely
divided material such as sawdust, chips, or
alternatively a special nail electrode contactor fibre .
like the one shown (top p. 10) may be
In the range below 24%, readings obtained
obtained for this purpose.
directly from the moisture meter scale should
be treated as approximate only, until corPlain or insulated nail electrodes are used
in special circumstances such as the measure- rected for species. Temperature corrections
should also be applied if the temperature of
ment of core moisture contents of thick
material or the carrying out of measurements the timber does not he in the range 17”23°C. Within the limits of 8 and 24%,
on timber with moisture gradients. The
results within 1% of the true value can nordepth to which the nails are driven will be
governed by the depth at which the moisture mally be expected, provided that an average
of several readings is obtained and corrected
content is to be measured.
for temperature and species. (See the tables
Insulation of the nails is necessary where
on pages 15 and 19-31). However, it
it is desirable to avoid the effect of surface
moisture. The insulation of a 3.75 X 75 mm should be borne in mind that at a given
moisture content and temperature there is
nail is effected by slipping a 65 mm length
some variation of readings within a species,
of 3.50 mm inside diameter P.V.C. sleeving
over the shank, leaving 10 mm of the
and that the calibration of instruments and
pointed end exposed. Predrilling for the
the corrected moisture contents for various
nails is necessary in this’case. For 3.75 mm speciesare based on average figures for each
nails a hole should be drilled with a 2.8 mm species. Therefore, errors in excess of 1%
bit to the depth where the moisture content
may be obtained occasionally. If there is
is to be measured. The top of this hole
reason to suspect such an error, a check test
should be enlarged with a 5.20 mm or larger by oven-drying can be made.
Moisture meter with needle electrodes and hammer.

9

with a clean dry cloth or, in bad cases,with
a clean cloth dipped in anaesthetic ether
(diethyl ether).
Above 30% moisture content the accuracy
of measurements decreasesmarkedly so that
meter readings should be treated only as
rough approximations to the true moisture
content. At very high moisture contents,
errors in the vicinity of 10% moisture content are to be expected.

A special mntactor is available for use
with nail electrodes.

When measurements are made with a
resistance-type meter in the low moisture
content end of the range, i.e. below 8%,
inaccuracies frequently occur because surface
contamination of the insulation lowers its
resistance. If any doubt exists regarding the
resistance of the insulation, the electrodes
should be plugged in and the meter turned
on. Then, with the range selector set at the
lowest range and the electrodes held free
from any object, the indicated moisture content should be less than the minimum scale
calibration. If the meter indicates some
measurable value of moisture content,
probably the insulation resistance is low as a
result of moisture and/or dirt having accumulated on the insulation of the electrodes or
plug and socket connecting them to the
meter. Dirt and moisture may be removed

10

SIiding hammer electrode system and
pocket size moisture meter.

iapacitance-type

Meters

Moisture meters of the capacitance type
rpend for their operation on the change in
ie dielectric properties of timber with
oisture content, and incorporate a radioequency oscillator to supply the power to
rry out the measurements. These instruents are usually operated from batteries,
it where portability is not required they
ay be operated from power mains.
The electrodes of capacitance-type meters
e usually in the form of four or more

Gpacitance-type

metal surfaces or buttons which are pressed
against the timber to be tested. Electrodes
mounted in a cell for testing granular or
finely divided material are also available, as
with resistance-type meters.
Capacitance meters are sometimes
calibrated directly in percentage moisture
contents, but usually the scales are marked
with arbitrary numbers and refxence tables
for moisture content provided - but even so,
calibration for a particular species is not as

moisture meter.

Typiarl button electrodes on a capacitance-type
moisture meter.

Low pertettatiort electrode system of a capacitance
moisture meter suitable for use with veneer.
11

Factors Affecting

satisfactory as with resistance-type meters.
Readings given by capacitance-type meters
depend on the density of the wood and
there is commonly sufficient variation in
density within a species to introduce errors if
species calibration is adopted. However,
some applications exist where the effects of
variations in density are not large and readings can then be of real value. For example,
when testing veneer at moisture contents
below 6%, a capacitance-type meter is often
the only type capable of giving a rapid indication. A few determinations made by the
oven-drying method to calibrate the meter
wih enable the experienced operator to decide
on two meter readings between which he
knows a satisfactory product is achieved.
Whereas the lower limit of resistance-type
moisture meters is about 6% capacitancetype meters can be used to obtain readings
down to zero moisture content. They may
also be used over most painted or polished
surfaces without error and without marking
the fmish.
Microwave moisture meters fall into the
same group as capacitance meters but differ
somewhat in that they use a very much
higher frequency current to carry out the
measurements. Their main advantage over
the resistance and conventional capacitance
meters lies in the fact that they do not
respond to changes in resistance to the same
degree as these meters, and so are less
affected by the preservative salts used in
treated timber. They are well suited to continuous monitoring of moisture content since
there are no electrodes requiring physical
contact with the timber being tested. However, their high cost limits their use to plants
with a large throughput.

Readings

Speciesand Density
The readings of resistance-type meters
must be corrected for the species of timber
being tested because the moisture contentresistance relationship varies from one species
to another. This variation is not due so
much to density changes but rather to
changesin amount and type of extractives
contained in the wood. On the other hand,
capacitance-type meter readings are affected
mainly by density variations because this
meter measures ti::: amount of water per unit
volume in the wood, and, as moisture content is proportional to the amount of water
per unit weight of the wood, the relationship
between weight and volume, in other words,
the density, is the property relating capacitance meter readings to moisture content.
Species calibration is, therefore, satisfactory
for the resistance type but not as satisfactory
for the capa&rnce type, since there is
commonly considerable variation in density
between specimens of the same species.
In the past, a moisture content-resistance
relationship for Douglas fir was established in
the U.S.A. This relationship is still used
both in Australia and the U.S.A. for the
calibration of resistance-type meters.
However, it should be remembered that this
calibration is not accurate for locally grown
Douglas fir, and the correction data for this
timber are supplied in the main table of
corrected moisture contents.
The correction data given in this table are
applicable only to readings obtained from
resistance-type meters calibrated for nominal
resistance values for Douglas fir. As this
basis of calibration is by no means universal,
intending purchasers of resistance-type
moisture meters calibrated on a different
basis should satisfy themselves that adequate
correction data are supplied by the manufacturers.
12

If correction data are required for a
leciesof wood not listed in the tables or
tr metersnot calibrated for Douglasfir, the
Uowing procedurewill give reasonably
liable results for a limited range of
loisture contents.
.) From sound material, free from moisture
badientsand at roughly the desiredmoisture
Intent, cut four or five specimensto fiir
?proximately 125 mm long, 75 mm wide
Id 15 mm thick. Each specimenshould be
Ken from a different board, if possible,and
n identifying mark added.
Z) Take a moisture meter reading (M.M.R.)
n each side of every specimenand note the
veragereading for each specimen.
3) Obtain the moisture content (M.C.) of
ach specimenby oven-dryingas described
reviously. It will not be necessaryto
xtion the specimenunlessits weight
xceedsthe range of the balanceor weights
vailable.
In the examplegiven in the table below,
he moisture contents calculatedby ovenrying representthe correctedmoisture meter
eadingsfor each specimen. An averageof
Average
l&ML

r

Origid
wt.,4

wt., b
f

(%I

1
2
3
4

Qs,

12.4
13.2
12.8
12.8

120.0
118.5
120.7
118.4

6s)

Moisture Distribution
The moisture in a board is not always
distributed uniformly, and when the moisture
content variesalong the length, acrossthe
width, or through the thicknessof the board,
we say that a moisture gradient is present.
Moisture gradientsare producedduring the
drying of timber by the outer layers losing
moisture more rapidly than the core. Surface
wetting of an otherwise dry board will produce a reversedmoisture gradient where the
exterior layers are wetter than the core. Wet
patchesmay also be presentin otherwise dry
material.
If the board to be tested has a severe
moisture gradient or wet patches,readings
taken in the ordinary way with either type
of meter will be misleading. They will not
be an averagefor the whole board, and this
type of error tends to be greater as the

con. hi&R
= lum’46)

Omwhy

l

If extension of the range is required, further
tests should be carried out with material at
higher or lower moisture contents.

@-b)x

I()()
b

104.9
103.7
105.6
1035

14.4
14.3
14.3
14.4

he M.h#.R.‘sand these calculatedmoisture
rontents,roundedoff to the nearestwhole
lumber,gives14% as the actual or corrected
lalue for a meter readingof 13% and it
voukl be sufficiently accurateto assumethat
he 1% difference betweenthese averages
vould be valid at meter readingsof 12-14%
nclusiveas indicated.
M.M.R(%)
car. M.C.(%)

12
13

13
14

Mapswing m&hue gmdients on a
freshly cut cross amion.

thicknessof the board increases. Moisture
gradientsdue to a wet core can be detected
and measuredwith a resistance-typemeter by
driving a pair of nail electrodes,or the spikes
of a sliding hammer electrode,into the board
S mm or more at a time and taking meter
readingsas describedpreviously at each

14
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penetration until the nails or spikesreachthe
centre of the board. Another method which
will also detect and measurereversed
moisture gradientsdependson driving blade
or nail electrodesinto the end grain of a
freshly cut cross section of the board. A
seriesof readingstaken at various positions
betweenthe outside and centre of the
section will reveal the type and severity of a
moisture gradient.
Readingscan be obtained with a
capacitance-typemeter by resting the electrodes on nails driven into the timber. This
is not recommended,however,as the calibration will no longer be valid and a separate
investigationwill be required to recalibrate
the instrument. The question of which
electrodesto rest on the nails could also
becomea problem, especiallywhere button
electrodesare used. For this reasonmoisture
gradientsare more easily determinedwith a
resistance-typemeter.
Unlessthe precautionsdescribedare taken,
averagereadingsmay not be obtained on
timber with severemoisture gradients,the
reasonbeing that resistance-typemoisture
metersindicate the highestmoisture content
with which the electrodesare in contact.

bench supporting the veneerand the corrections for temperatureand speciesshould be
applied to the meter reading obtained as for
thicker material.

Needle electrodes used for veneer measurements

Whenveneerlessthan about 1.5 mm
thick is to be tested, better contact will be
obtained by stacking severalsheetsof similar
moisture content and piercing them all with
the needleelectrodesas if they were a single
sheet.
The effective depth of measurementof
the electrodesof most capacitance-typemoisThickness of Specimen
ture meters Mries with different designs,and
The electrodesfor testing sawn timber
referenceto the instructions should be made
usually have bladesabout 10 mm long,
to obtain this informr\tion. Two types were
intended to give an averagemoisture content shown on p. 11 - one for testing material up
of stock about 25 mm thick. Tests of
to 50 mm in thicknessand one for testing
thicker stock shot&i always be supplemented veneerup to 3 mm thick.
with tests of moisture distribution, but tests
Measurementswith these electrodesare
of thinner stock will give accuratereadings
generally confined to one side of the board
provided the stock is thick enough to allow
or sheet of veneerunlessmoisture gradients
a firm contact and moisture gradientsare not are suspected,then it would be advisableto
severe.
take readingson both sides,especiallywhen
Whenveneeris to be tested, reliable
testing thick material. An alternating electric
results may be obtained by meansof needle field, which penetratesthe wood to a preelectrodesinserted in the sheet so that the
determineddepth, is produced at the eleccurrent flow is along the grain. The electrodes and the meter reading indicates the
trodes should be lifted clear of the table or
amount of water in the wood penetratedby
14
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8
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6
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7
7
6
6
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12
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9
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7
7
6
6
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11
11
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10
9
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8
7
7
6
6
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11
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10
9
9
8
8
7
7
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16
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13
12
12
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9
8

22
21
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17
16
15
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14
13
12
12
11
11
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22
21
20
19
18
17
17
16
15
15
14
13
12
12
11
11
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22
21
20
19
13
18
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15
15
14
13
13
12
11
11
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22
21
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19
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17
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13
13
12
12
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21
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19
19
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16
16
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14
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12
12

22
21
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19
19
18
17
16
16
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14
14
13
13

22
21
20
20
19
18
17
17
16
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15
14
13

22
21
20
20
19
18
17
17
16
15
15
14

has been taken of the work of Keylwerth and Noack, published in Holz als Roh- und
W&sfofi 14, 162 @May1956) in the compilation of this data.
Tempezature corrections should be applied before species corrections.
l Advantage

the field. However,the presenceof moisture
gradientsor surfacewetting can make these
indications very misleadingbecausethe surface layer of the wood on which the electrodes rest will have a disproportionately
large influence on the meter reading.
The button type of electrode, shown on
p. 11, producesa field with a penetration of
25 mm, and therefore it will test to the
centre of a SO-mmboard. Tests on timber
less than 25 mm thick can be carried out by
stackingboards of the samemoisture content
to obtain a minimum thicknessof 25 mm
and applying sufficient pressureto the electrobs to hold the boards in close contact.
For testing thin material such as veneer,
3 mm or less in thickness,a capacitance-type
15

moisture meter with a specialveneerelectrode (seep. 11) is availablewith which
readingsmay be taken on single sheetsof
3 mm veneer,or severalthinner sheetsof
similar moisture content, stackedto a minimum thicknessof 3 mm. Indications on
6 mm thick material would also be possible
by averagingseveralreadingstaken on both
sidesof the sheets.
Another method of measuringmoisture
content which is applicableto veneer,is
basedon the measurementof the relative
humidity of a small volume of air adjacent
to the surfaceof the sheet. Hygrometers
suitable for this purposeare available
commercially. The readingsof these meters
are not appreciablyaffected by chemical

treatment, and they require no speciescorzections, but in the tests conductedat this
Division, approximately 10 minutes was
required to obtain stable readings. It was
also found that somemeansof sealingthe
air spaceenclosedby the instrument and the
veneerduring the time taken to obtain a
readingwas essentialfor accuracy.

Surface hygrometer in use on veneer.

resistance-typemoisture meters will be too
high if the timber is hot, and too low if it
is very cold. Most resistance-typemetersare
calibratedfor testing timber at 20°C and
corrected readingsfor other tempetitures are
set out in the table on p. 15. Readings
should be corrected for temperaturebefore
being corrected for species.
Temperaturecorrections are important
when moisture content measurementsare
being made in a kiln during drying. Under
these circumstances,temperaturemeasurements may be made with thermocouples
embeddedin holes drilled into the boards.
The leadsfrom the thermocouplesare
brought outside the kiln and connectedto a
suitable instrument in much the sameway as
leadsare brought out to monitor the
moisture content of boardsin the kiln. In
someinstances,when drying is nearly complete, the dry-bulb temperaturein the kiln
may be sufficiently accuratefor the purpose.
No temperaturecorrectionshave been
establishedfor capacitance-typemoisture
meters,and the instructions issuedwith some
meters indicate that none are necessaryat
temperaturesbetween 10 and 43*C. However,
it would be well worthwhile to make an
independentcheck. Choosea species
commonly tested and take meter readingson
severalsamplesat room temperatureand then
at other temperaturesat which measurements
may be required. Care should be taken to
prevent the gain or loss of moisture in the
interim by sealingthe samplesin suitable airtight wrappingsof plastic or aluminium foil.
Contact

As surfacehygrometersmeasurecasemoisFirm contact is essentialfor reliable
ture contents only, the severegradientswhich readings. In general,needleor blade elecmay be presentin freshly dried veneerscan
trodes should be driven to their full depth
lead to incorrect results.
into sound wood. Pressure-typeelectrodes
for either type of meter should be used on
Temperature
flat, machinedsurfacesonly and adequate
The electrical resistanceof wood varies
pressureapplied to ensuregood contact.
with temperature,and readingsmade with
Poor contact with any type of electrodeswill
16

with this salt was 12.67 kg/m3, or 0.791
lb/e3 of dry salt.
r~tives,
Glues, etc.
No significant difference was detectable
Readingsof resistance-typemoisture
between the effects of the two treatments on
ters will generally be inaccurate if the
electrical resistancemoisture meter readings.
od has been treated with preservativesor
However, comparedwith readingson
the electrodesapproachor penetrateglue
untreated material the error produced by
es. However,many hot-pressedsynthetic
either of these preservativesalts is quite
melines have little effect provided they are marked. As can be seenfrom the table, it
Ily cured and the moisture content of the
represents2% at the lowest moisture content,
rroundingwood is lessthan 15%. It has
and 4% at the highest.
o been found that veneertreated by the
In general,meter readingstaken on timber
*usion
processin a 3% solution of
treated with a waterborne preservativesalt
rax will still give reasonablyaccurateindi- tend to be higher than those taken on the
tions at moisture contents below IS%. The sameuntreated material at the samemoisture
B of the error will dependon the type of
content. In other words, the timber is
eservativeor glue used,as well as on the
generally drier than the meter readingswould
aisturecontent of the wood. Xf the timber indicate. On the other hand, oily preservas been treated with a preservative,the
tives tend to produce the opposite effect.
ror will depend partly on the quantity
If any doubt exists regardingthe accuracy
tained in the wood.
of moisture content determinationsasarThe table below showsthe effect of
tamed by meansof a moisture meter, either
essuretreatment with a waterborne preser- the oven-dryingmethod or the solvent
tive salt solution on electrical resistance
distiliation method should be used. Usually,
oisture meter readings. The effect of two
the ovenwing method will provide
ch salts was investigatedusing radiata pine sufficient accuracyif the instructions given
the test species. The treatments consisted in the section headed‘Testing by Oven
1.
Drying’ are followed. The ovendrying
A copper-chromium-arsenic
(CCA) preserva- method fails when volatile oils are present in
te salt. The averageretention after treatsignificant quantities in the wood. Timber
eqt with this salt was 11.33 kg/m3, or
that has been pressure-treatedwith creosote
707 Ib/ft3 of dry salt.
or other oily preservativeswould contain
sufficient volatile oils to render the ovenA fire retardant preservativefor fence
Dsts. The averageretention after treatment drying method inaccurate.
ult in low readings.

l

eter readbrg
b moisture content)
mmxted moisture content
f untreated mdiata pini?
rrrscted moi8ture conteat
f radiata pine treated
itb CCA or fire retardant

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

8

8.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

eservative salt
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Precautions in the Use of Moisture Meters
care and do not subject it to mechanical
shock.

Follow in detail the instructions for the
particular instrument used.
l

l Take special precautionswhen testing thick
Test the electrode circuit regularly by
or very thin material.
bridging the electrodeswith your hand; the
meter should then show an apparent high
moisture content. Handling of the insulation l Take severalreadingsin different parts of
a board to check evennessof drying.
of the electrode assemblyshould, however,
be avoidedas perspiration and dirt will produce errors at low moisture contents.
l Do not test over obvious surface checks.

l

Switch off batteries when the instrument
is not in use.

l

Do not test timber with a wet surface
without using insulated electrodes.
l

Take care not to injure the insulation of
the flexible leads. Check insulation resistance l Placelessreliance on readingsobtained on
as describedin the section headed ‘Electrical plywood constructedwith gluesmixed with
water even though the glue line may seemto
Moisture AMeters’.
be thoroughly dry.

l

Straightenblade electrodeswith a small
pair of pliers as soon as they begin to bend.

l

l

Do not take an instrument into a hot kiln.

l

Keep the instrument dry and clean.

l

0 Placeless reliance on readingsobtained
from timber suspectedof havingbeen treated
with chemicalsor havinghad prolonged contact with seawater; use the ovendrying
method if greater accuracyis required.
0 Apply the speciescorrection if a resistancetype meter is used. Use the appropriate
speciesscaleof a capacitance-typemeter.

Treat the instrument with every possible
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